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A Dunford-Pettis Theorem for L’/H” ’ 
I. CNOP ANI) F. L)ELBAEK 
The spaces in the title are associated to a fixed representing measure 111 for a 
fixed character on a uniform algebra. It is proved that the set of representing 
measures for that character which are absolutely continuous with respect to HI 
is weakly relativel?; compact if and only if each m-negligible closed set in the 
maximal ideal space of Lm 1s contained in an nz-negligible peak set for H’ 
J. Chaumat’s characterization of weakly relatively compact subsets in L’IH” 
therefore remains true, and L’,IH”- is complete, under the first conditions. In 
this paper xve also give :t dirrct proof. From this WC’ obtain that L,‘jH”~ has the 
Dunford-Pettis property. 
This paper has origins both in harmonic analysis and in the theory of classical 
Banach spaces. Kahane [ 121 and 1LIoone!- [I 31 proved theorems on the weak 
completeness of the integrable functions on the unit circle, 1,i. Amar ]2] has 
given a different proof of 1Iooney’s theorem using a property of the peak sets 
for the algebra I3< of bounded analytic functions on the unit disc, obtained 
by Amar and Lederer [3]. This method of proof was used by C’haumat [4] 
to obtain a characterization of weakly relatively compact subsets in the quotient 
L1,iH7 ‘, and for a class of uniform algebras (in the sense of Gamelin [7]) with 
the same condition on the peak sets. Several steps in his proof do not rely on the 
algebra structure, but follow from facts in the theory of linear spaces, as in 
Grothendieck [lo]. A recent result by Dor and Rosenthal [5, 141 also implies 
part of the characterization, since the quotient is weakly sequentially complete 
(see [4, 131 or Havin [I I]). 
In this paper it is proved that the condition on the peak sets of the algebra 
is equivalent to the following condition: The set of representing measures 
absolutely continuous with respect to the measure m is relatively weakly compact 
in Ll(m). This condition does not relv on the algebraic structure of the spaces 
and is in manvcases casicr tovcrifv since it is difficult to get a complete description 
of all peak sets. 
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We then proceed to give a direct proof of the weak sequential completeness 
and Chaumat’s characterization, under this condition on the set of representing 
measures. A series of applications is listed in Section 4. 
The authors feel indebted to J. Chaumat for using his unpublished results 
and the referee for his remarks and comments, especially for his simpler proof 
of (i) (iii) in Section 2 which replaces the original argument involving 
convergence in HI’ (p -z: 1) and the holomorphic functional calculus. 
2 
In the sequel, A will be a uniform algebra on a compact separated space X, 
ch is a nonzero multiplicative linear functional on rl, and m is a fixed (positive) 
representing measure for 6, on S: 
4(f) =- {f An for all f in .I. 
The Hardy- spaces HJ’ are defined with respect to m for I < p -< o; in particular, 
H” =- H7(m) is the weak-star (i.e., a(L=(m), L’(m))) closure of A in L”(m). 
We denote by N the set of elements in Ll(m) which annihilate H” with respect 
to the bilinear form 
Ll(m) x L”(m) + @, 
(.fY 8 - J f‘c d? 
and we have the isometric isomorphism 
(Ll/N)* s Ha. 
In the classical case, X is the closure of the unit disc D, A the algebra of con- 
tinuous functions which are holomorphic in D, 4 is the evaluation at the origin, 
m is the Haar measure on the unit circle, N”- is the algebra of bounded holo- 
morphic functions on D, and :\: is the algebra of complex conjugates of H’ 
functions which vanish at the origin. 
Let :lfd> be the convex set of all representing measures with respect to 4. 
A representing measure m in Md is dominant if every p in M+ is absolutely 
continuous with respect to m; it is a core (strongly dominant) measure if every p 
in M,, is smaller tan c m, where c is some positive constant; it is an enveloped 
measure if for every sequence U, of nonnegative continuous functions on X, 
such that s u, dm converges to 0, there is a subsequence u,, and corresponding 
elements f,,. in A such that 
4(fk) - 1, 
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Core measures are enveloped, and the converse holds if n/r is finite-dimensional 
[71. 
The existence of an enveloped measure in Md does not imply that IVZ~ is 
finite-dimensional (see [I 5]), but we have the following result of Gamelin and 
Lumer [8, Lemma 11.1.31: If m is an enveloped representing measure for 4, 
then the set 
{p E MC/> ( p absolutely continuous with respect to m) 
is weakly relatively compact in the set of all measures on X (or, equivalently, 
in Ll(m)). 
If m is a measure on S, the Gelfand transform is an isometric isomorphism 
of the algebra L”(m) onto C(A), where J” is the maximal ideal space of l,V(m). 
Each continuous linear functional v on LX(m) extends into a measure c on A’, 
defined by 
In particular, m has an extension &z and measures absolutely continuous with 
respect to m extend into measures absolutely continuous with respect to rir, 
and conversely. 
A closed set F of A is a peak set for I$= if there is a function R in Hz such that 
Rlt- 1, 
&)I < 1 for all x outside F. 
THE~RE~M. The follozcing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The set 
{p E Mb 1 p absolutely continuous with respect to m) 
is weakly Felatively compact. 
(ii) Each representing measure for Hm on A is absolutely continuous with 
respect to rk 
(iii) Each closed set E in A??, of h-measure 0, is contained in a peak set 
for Hz of 6measure 0 (see [4]). 
Proof. Since (i) w (ii) [8, Lemma 1.3.101 or [7, p. 1021, we only have to 
prove (iii) = (ii) and (i) * (iii). 
(iii) 3 (ii) To prove the absolute continuity, it is sufficient to consider 
closed sets in A’: if A is not closed, then 
@(A) = sup@(E) 1 EC A, E closed} 
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and if &(A) is zero, then Gz(E) is zero and since the set E is closed, G(E) is zero. 
and the supremum is zero also. For a closed set E, with h(E) zero, there is a 
peak set F of ril-measure 0 containing E: 
F -- j l(l) 
where f is in II* with ij’~ -< I on . ti’\,F. ‘Therefore, and using that I; belongs 
to M<,, : 
(i) :- (iii) If E is a closed subset of zero measure in the totally disconnected 
. A!, there exists a decreasing sequence of closed and open subsets Qj containing E, 
such that 
and by (i), 
sup{fi(&) / p E n/r , p absolutely continuous with respect to W] 
tends also to zero. 
By [7, Theorem 11.2. I] 
sup{p(Q) 1 p as before) 
= inf /Re [fdnz ] Rej> 0, Ref’> 1 on Q,f in HZ/ 
there exists a sequence U, in Re C$ such that 
Uj 3 0 for all j, 
uj 9 >l on 0, for all j, 
s uj d@z - 0; 
passing to a subsequence, we may even assume that Cj”=, j uj d& is finite. 
Therefore, the increasing sequence of functions ~1, $ I defined by 
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A 
in Kc H’ is such that for IZ ‘3 k, 
?‘“I ’ k 
on 0, and 
converges. By the monotone convergence theorem, its pointwise limit 2’ hclongs 




and are uniformly bounded. Any .f in the weak star closure therefore belongs 
to I$ and satisfies 
!.f-- ; A. 
Finally, set 
F :~- f-‘(O). 
Since fur all k 1:: n, 
on Q,, and 
F 3 I? and the function 1 ~ f peaks on F. ‘This set has measure zero since it is 
contained in the set where 2; is infinite. 
3 
A function g in flT operates on Hz-, and thus defines an element 715’ in I,‘/iV 
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the mapping 
is continuous, injective and has a dense range. Also, for a bounded sequence 
in H”, convergence in Lp and norm convergence of its image in Ll/A’, coincides. 
LriivthlA 3.1 . Tlfe uGt ball of II” is complete for the metric 
cf(“f, <lf) = I Tf - 72 
induced by I“/ .\:. 
Z’voof. A C’auchy sequence in L l;‘:V consisting of images of elements g,, in 
the unit ball in H” is Cauchy for the L2( ) m metric and hence converges to a 
limit 9 in I,‘(m). A subsequence will converge almost everywhere to ,y, which 
belongs to the unit ball of Lm(m). For eachf in L’(m), 
converges to zero, by the dominated convergence theorem. Since II’- is 
o(L1, I,‘) closed, g belongs to HI, and finally 
tends to zero as 11 tends to infinity. 
In the proof of the main theorem, we will need a property (Lemma 3.4 below) 
of weakly convergent sequences in L’j;X’:. This property will be obtained, using 
Baire’s theorem and the relative weak compactness of the set of measures 
absolutely continuous with respect to wz in :W,!, 
IJEMMA 3.2. If :+,,j II is a sequence in L’/A’ zuhich conzerSges weal+- to XJI’O, 
and E’ is a positive real number, there exist a natural number n,, , a positiw real 
number 6,, , and a function AJ,, in Hx zcith 
.s1~17 that tf Sy belongs to the unit hall of II’/, and 
~ p,, -~ 7-g ‘C.’ !,8,, 
then for all n . n,, : 
(GA,, , g)’ e:: t’. 
Proof. The increasing sequence of closed sets 
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exhausts the unit ball of H7 which, by Lemma 3.1 is complete for the norm 
induced by L1/A7. By Baire’s theorem, there exists n,, , go’ in F 
real number 6,, such that if g is in the unit ball of HTa and 
)(,, , and a positive 
we obtain, for g in the unit ball of II= with 
LEMMA 3.3. If {&I, is a sequence in L’llV which converges weakly to zero, 
l U a positive number, t’ mm: (C l “)/2, and n,, is as in Lemma 3.2 (or larger), 
there is a positive seal number 6 such that fog f in the unit ball of HZ zcith 
Proof Suppose {fr,) I) is a sequence of functions in the unit ball of H’ 
If Tfi, tends to zero inLl/A’, then thell-norm off,, tends to zero. We now use that 
is weakly compact in Ll(m). By [8, lemma 1.3.101 or [7, p. 1011, this set is the 
set of representing measures on the maximal ideal space of r,=(m), for 4 on F-i’, 
and therefore [7, p. 321: 
will tend to zero as n goes to infinity, by the compactness. The same will hold 
if 'f,, is multiplied by the large positive number 
26,,’ log t 
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(6, as in Lemma 3.2). Therefore, if the assertion in the lemma is false, we can 
find a real positive number l < 1, a subsequence {$n,}l; (n,,, 2 n,) of {c#~}~~ , a 
sequence of functions (fn,ti: in Ha, uniformly bounded by 1, whose norms in 
Ll/AT tend decreasinglv to zero and such that 
together with functions z+ in H” such that 
This estimate implies that the functions e “A are bounded bv 1 and, by the 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, tend to 1 in L1(7?z): 
.-: (2 - 2 exp (-.I’ uI, drn))l” 
If g,, is any function in the unit ball of I1’L: 
1~ T(ep”kgg, - g,)l; 5: / e--“kgc, - g,, 11, < Ii e-‘ric . ..- 1 i, ; 
therefore T(epUILg,, -+ fri,. - g,,) tends to zero in L1/AT. ITsing the function go 
obtained in the previous lemma, we prove that 
II e-g,, + (1 - <) .fn, iI6 . : 1: 
if 
I f??,(x)! --= % ? 
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Therefore, if k is sufficiently large: 
1 7’(eetlkg,, -1 (1 --~ C) fn, - go) 1: $3, 
and, by Lemma 3.2: 
I(+,, , (1 - c)fn,)l G I(&, , e+&J + i(+,, , e-““l,a, i- (1 - e)fn,)l 
i _ &I =: E --- t2, 
We obtain: 
I(A, > fn,)l -c 67 
which contradicts our assumption. 
LEMMA 3.4. If {4n>n is a sequence in L’iN which is weakly Cauchy then for 
every E, there is a positive real number 6 such that for all f in the unit ball of H” with 
we have for all n: 
Proof. If there is no positive real number 8, such that 
(4, ~ Q,, f 11 < t 
if Iz, p ;> n,, and 
~g Tf~ <s,, 
then we can find subsequences {$n,:j,T and {4n,}lC with 
and corresponding elements f,: in the unit ball of H” with 
such that 
Since d,, - d,,c converges weakly to zero in Ll/N, this contradicts Lemma 3.3. 
Therefore, and replacing E by $E, we can find n, (as in Lemma 3.3) and 6, such 
that if f belongs to the unit ball of HY, and 
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if 72, p .‘: n,, . In particular, for all n P-- rl,, : 
Finally, we can find 6, such that if 
we have for n <: n,, (a finite number of indices): 
i(alL , f) < c/2. 
Since for ?I A ?z,, 
6 ~~~~ min(6, , 6,) will be as required. 
Remark. Without the assumption of relative weak compactness on the set 
of measures TV absolutely continuous with respect to m in AVZCb , the conclusion 
of Lemma 3.4 remains true if we replace ‘1 Tfl’ by 
1.f 1, 1 - sup )i‘Ifl& I CLEJJ h , ;L absolutely continuous with respect to nl( 
or, for I < p < 5: 
The proof is similar, and we only have to check that the unit ball in N” is 
complete under these norms. If (fn}n is a C’auchy sequence for ,I! 11’D, it is a 
C’auchy sequence in L”(m). Its limit f belongs to the unit ball of Iis if the f,, 
do, and thef, converge to f by Fatou’s theorem: If n is large, 
can be made arbitrarily small, uniformlv in p. The problem is we do not have a 
good description of the I’~ :’ norms, unless the set of absolutely continuous 
measures (with respect to m) in M’, is weakly relatively compact. 
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4 
THEOREM 4.1. If the conditions of the theorem in Section 2 hold, then L’IA: is 
weakly sequentially complete and the following are equivalent, fey a subset K of LlIN: 
(i) K is relatively weakly compact; 
(ii) For each positive number E, there is a positice number 6 such that, fey f 
in the unit ball of HZ with 
I 7y ~ .I 6, 
we have 
sup{!($,f): CfJ E K; < ‘; 
(iii) For each positive number E, there is a natural number M such that for 
each $ in K, there is a g in Hc with 
/ g !jr, :c M 
(,$A ~~~ l)y (# < E. 
(iv) K is bounded and there is no (infinite) sequence {$,), in K which is 
interpolating, i.e., a sequence for which the map 
[&j,, : Hz -> P 
sending f onto the sequence I($, , f )) ,) , is surjective. 
Proof. (i) -+ (ii) If (ii) is false, there IS E :> 0, a sequence {b,,], of positive 
real numbers tending to zero, and a sequence {,f7Jll of functions in the unit 
ball of Ha with 
:/ l’f,, -% 6,) 
together with corresponding elements a,, in K such that 
(15, > f,,) ‘.‘, t. 
Since K is relatively weakly compact, we can extract a weakly converging 
subsequence of {+,jn , by Smulian’s theorem. This subsequence will contradict 
Lemma 3.4. 
(ii) => (iii) is true by the following duality argument : Consider the set 
K” {ffz II” (4, f); .S< 1 for all 4 in K]. 
By our assumption, EKO contains the unit ball B of H” intersected with 
E (f E H- ~ 77 1 K.: St., 
which is weakly (a(H”, Ll/ni)) relatively closed. Rv an application of the bipolar 
theorem (e.g., [IO, p. 831): 
(I /G)K c (1 /,)A-(“, c F(B” u Eq, 
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where r denotes the weakly closed convex hull. Kow B” is the unit ball of 
L1,‘LV (and conversely), and by the weak density of TE in the ball of radius 8 
in ZJ’;i\‘: 
IP = {b, E Ll/IV / I(+, f) < 1 for allf in E’] (I /6) TB. 
Finally, K is contained in the weak closure of EB’ + (c/S) TB, but since B is 
relatively weakly compact, this sum is already weakly closed and (iii) is verified 
if 111 ~.‘6. 
(iii) (i) is proved in [IO, Lemma, p. 2961. 
At this point, we arc able to prove that L1/N is weakly sequentially complete: 
If :A!111 is a weak Cauchy sequence in Ll/N, Lemma 3.3 applies, such that (ii) 
is verified. Hence our sequence is weakly relatively compact, and does converge 
in L’ /A\T. 
(i) ‘. (iv) An interpolating sequence in K is equivalent to a basis in /‘. 
Since in 1’. weak and norm compactness coincide. such a sequence cannot be 
weakl! compact. 
(iv) .. (i) If a sequence {+,Jn in K does not have a weakly convergent 
subsequence, it cannot have a weak Cauchy subsequence (since L’jA- is complete). 
By Dar’s complexification [5] of Rosenthal’s result [14], such a sequence 
contains an interpolating sequence. 
Remark. In the case of the disc algebra it is possible1 to give a direct proof 
of (iv) (i), without using the result of Rosenthal and Dor. 
The following is an immediate consequence of the weak sequential 
complctcness: 
~.~OHOIL~Rk7 4. 1. [12, 131. If t/ ze conditions of the theorem in Section 2 hold 
and if f f,,j ,, is a sequence in Ll(m) such that for all g in H’, the sequence {Jfng dml,) 
converges. Then there exists f in Ll(m) such that fey all g in H’ : 
Pwof. Define, for each natural number II, Q, in I,‘,i;Y by: 
(6, > R) = .f fi,s dm. 
The sequence [4Jli is weakly C’auch!- in Ll/;Y and hence converges to some 4 
in I,]/-\‘: 
(4% g) --z ;z 1 If,!? dm. 
Lifting ~b into f in Ll(m) gives the answer. 
’ Second author, preprint 
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We already know that for a bounded sequence in H”, convergence in L”(m) 
(1 ,( p < co) and convergence in Li/K-norm coincide. Moreover. WC have: 
COROLLARY 4.2. If the conditions of the theorem in Section 2 hold. then the 
following are equivalent for a sequence {g,:,, and g in the unit ball of II’ : 
(i) g, converges to g fey the Mackey topology T(H”, Ll/N), i.e., umformly 
on weakly relatively compact subsets of LlllT; 
(ii) / Tgn - Tg ~ conrierges to 0. 
Proof. In fact, (i) 2 (ii) is true without this assumption: since the unit ball 
of H1- is weak-star relatively compact, its image in L1/N is weakly relatively 
compact, and the implication is trivial. 
‘IO prove (ii) dz (i), consider a weakly compact set K in L’/l\:. By the theorem, 
we can find, for each plsitive number t a positive number 6 such that if /l belongs 
to H x, 
Jl ;, ‘-- 2 and ~ T/l i < 6 
imply 
sup I($, h)] c 2t. 
fbt-K 
Since for 12 large, 12 72 ,y,i -- g satisfies these inequalities, convergence is uniform 
on K. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If the conditions of the theorem in Section 2 hold, then I,‘,iN 
has the Dunford-Pettis properti\j. 
Proof. ‘Vl’e have to prove [9] that if a sequence in Nx con\-erges lveakly 
to zero, then it converges to zero uniformly on weakly compact subsets of 
L’/AT. If (h,},, is a sequence converging weakly to zero in H%, we can, with no 
loss of generality, assume that this sequence belongs to the unit hall. I{!, (iii) 
in Theorem 4.1, elements 4 of a weakly compact subset K of I,’ .\’ can be 
uniformly approximated by (images of) elements g in a multiple of the unit 
ball of H’. Therefore, for each E positive there is M large and for aI1 A in XI 
there is some g in Hr such that: 
Since the h,, converge weakly to zero, their Gelfand transforms h,, con\-erge 
pointwise to zero on fl, and since 
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Lebesgue’s theorem implies that 
tends to zero. \\:e conclude that for all d, in K: 
and letting t tend to zero, one finds that lz,, tends to zero uniformly on K. 
This corollary implies [9] that if 
is a weakly compact mapping of L’lA’ into a separated and quasi-complete 
locally convex space E, i.e., transforming bounded sets into weakly relative11 
compact sets, then the image under 0 of a weak C’auchy sequence is a Cauch! 
sequence in E, and the image under CD of a weak compact set is a compact 
set in E. 
THEOREM 4.2. If m is dominant the statements (i)-(iv) in Theorem 4.1 nre 
equivalent with: 
(ii)’ For each positive number t, there is n posit&e number 6 such thnt, for.f itt 
the unit bull of A with 
~ Tf II :) 8 
we haw 
(iii’) Fos each positke number E, there is a natural number M such that -fou 
each d in K, there is a R in A with 
Proof. By the Ahern-Sarason theorem [7, p. 1521, the unit ball of .? is 
dense in the unit ball of H” for the norm topology of I,’ (or L’/Y). 
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